ABSTRACT This paper proposes an automatic scale-adaptive approach with attention mechanism-based crowd spatial information addressing the crowd counting task, i.e. a novel cascaded crowd counting network. The proposed network is composed of a classification sub-network to estimate crowd scales and the main network to predict the corresponding density maps. First, the image serves as the input of the classification network and the main network. Second, according to the estimated crowd scale results, the main network structure is adjusted; simultaneously, the feature in the intermediate layer of the classification network is added stepwise into the main crowd counting network. Then, the semantic feature of the classification network is converted into the crowd spatial information mask via the proposed spatial attention conversion module, and the crowd spatial information mask is weighted into the specific feature of the main network. Last, the crowd density map and the crowd counting result are obtained. The experiments on challenging Mall, the Shanghaitech_A and Shanghaitech_B datasets prove the effectiveness, feasibility, and robustness of the proposed method, and the ablation study demonstrates the structure rationality of the proposed network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Crowd counting is intended to count the number of the pedestrians in a crowded scene [1] . The problem of crowd counting is significant and essential to build high-level cognition for many computer vision tasks, such as crowd monitoring [2] and scene understanding [3] . And crowd counting has attracted much attention from industry and researchers, due to many reasons. Due to exponential growth of the world population and its resulting urbanization procedure, the crowd gatherings become more frequent in recent years. Thus it becomes urgent to understand crowd scenes more for better monitoring, managing and guaranteeing the public safety [4] . Moreover, crowd counting methods can be extended into zoology [5] , neural science [6] , and other discipline applications [7] , [8] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zahid Akhtar. For the crowd counting task, researchers have proposed various approaches, such as detection-based counting [9] , regression-based counting [10] and density estimation-based counting [6] . Comparing to detection-based approach and regression-based approach, the density estimation-based approach can provide more spatial information of the crowd distribution, which can be used as the effective cues for the crowd analysis [11] . Thus most crowd counting methods employ the density estimation approach. The initial work on crowd counting mainly adopts handcrafted features, and with the recent development of convolutional neural network (CNN), remarkable progress has occurred in the crowd counting tasks due to rich automatic features. Crowd counting is riddled with many challenges such as occlusions, intra-scene and inter-scene variations in scale, and non-uniform density [10] . The occlusions in crowd counting mainly cause the inaccurate counting result and this challenge can be solved by adopting the mighty convolutional neural network to automatically extract rich features. Thus we take two main challenges into consideration in this paper.
The first issue is intra-scene and inter-scene variations in scale. To solve this problem, CrowdNet [12] , MCNN [13] and Switch-CNN [14] employ the multi-column architecture with different number of layers or different convolution kernel size. However, CrowdNet and MCNN mainly merge the feature maps of the entire columns and some features are not applicable for current scale. And though Switch-CNN uses a pre-trained scale classifier, the Switch-CNN is difficult to implement due to its training fashion. We propose the Scale-Adaptive Mechanism (SAM) in the end-to-end trainable network for crowd counting. The proposed mechanism is designed as: a scale classifier is set as the branch network, and according to the output of the classifier, the main counting network adjusts its structure.
Another issue in crowd counting task is the non-uniform crowd density in different scenes or different patches of the same scene. Several methods perform context extraction and feature enhancement, such as Sindagi and Patel [15] , Sheng et al. [16] and so on. However, these methods ignore the spatial information in the scene. To solve this problem, we propose an effective feature extraction module named Spatial Attention Conversion (SAC), which can extract context with spatial information to enhance the processing ability of the method on the dense region. And in order to enhance the feature representation ability of the network, we propose the Feature Fusion Stepwise between different columns with multi-tasks.
In summary, there are three main contributions in this paper. Firstly, we propose a Scale-Adaptive Mechanism in the end-to-end network to tackle different scales in the crowd counting task. Then, we develop a Spatial Attention Conversion module to embed the crowd spatial feature in the method to address the non-uniform density issue. Lastly, this paper proposes to operate Feature Fusion Stepwise on different branches for various tasks to enhance the feature representative ability.
II. RELATED WORK
In the following section, we review recent developments in crowd counting task. Since the recent models based on convolutional neural network have achieved significant improvement on crowd counting. There is a lot of research work focusing on exploring the network structure to improve the crowd counting performance.
A. SCALE-AWARE CROWD COUNTING MODELS
Motivated by the success of scale aware models, many recent crowd counting methods adopted the scale-aware models [12] - [14] , [17] . Due to the multiple scales between different images or patches, these scale-aware models show better counting performance. CrowdNet combines the shadow features and deep features corresponding to the person with large size and small size. MCNN merges the feature maps with different scales. Based on the multi-column architecture, Switch-CNN adds an extra classifier to select the column to adapt to the scene scale. And MoCNN [17] employs the extra classifier to weight different-scale feature maps and predict the counting results. Due to the characteristics of their structure to merge all-scale features, CrowdNet and MCNN would cause the data redundancy and enlarge the computation burden. And Switch-CNN and MoCNN would need to pre-train a classifier or fine-tune the classifier, which would increase the implement and use difficulty. In this paper, we propose an automatic scale adaption mechanism for the end-to-end network to adapt the model structure to the scene scale, which is proved to be effective from the actual performance.
B. ATTENTION MECHANISM
The concept of the attention mechanism is traceable to the study for the human vision. The attention mechanism refers to selectively focusing on some certain useful visual information and ignoring other parts, which substantially is a weighted sharing idea. This idea applies widely in the computer vision tasks, especially for semantic segmentation [18] , [19] , saliency detection [20] , [21] , image caption [22] , [23] and so on. The crowd counting task often presents the phenomenon of the uneven-distributed crowd, and thus this paper designs a Spatial Attention Conversion module for extracting crowd spatial feature as an accessory module to extract useful information and adds it to the method, on the basis of the attention mechanism.
C. MULTI-TASK FRAMEWORK
Motivated by the success of multi-task learning for various computer vision tasks, many methods have been developed to combine crowd counting along with other tasks such as foreground-background subtraction, density level estimation and so on. Zhao et al. [24] combines the crowd velocity estimation with the crowd counting. Sindagi and Patel [15] employs the density level estimation and tries to add the feature in the last layer of the branch network into the main regression network. In order to enhance the feature representation ability of the proposed method, we also employs the multi-task framework combining the crowd scene estimation with crowd counting, and propose to add the feature stepwise from the branch classification network into the main network.
III. MYTHOLOGY
In this section, we first describe briefly our complete crowd counting network architecture, and then introduce our proposed Scale-Adaptive Mechanism, Spatial Attention Conversion module and Feature Fusion Stepwise. Lastly we explain the rest details of the proposed method. The overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed method employs an end-to-end cascaded network architecture including a classification sub-network to estimate scene scale and a main network to predict the corresponding density maps, and the main network contains multiple columns with different convolution kernel sizes. The detailed structure of the proposed cascaded network is shown in Fig. 2 .
A. SCALE-ADAPTIVE MECHANISM
For crowd counting task, it can be observed that there are various scales among different scenes or different patches of the same scene, which can be seen in Fig. 3 .
Recent models, such as MCNN or MoCNN, perform convolution operations with different kernel sizes on different scene scales. For different scales of the scene, merging all scale feature maps indiscriminately may cause information duplicate and performance improving limited. And although the Switch-CNN and MoCNN have classified the scales and selected the different kernel size convolutions, it is difficult to implement due that it need to fine-tune the scale classification model for diversity scenes and thus influence its performance.
With above observation, we propose the Scale-Adaptive Mechanism (SAM) module in the end-to-end trainable network for crowd counting. Based on the working principle of convolution, when the kernel size is larger, the receptive filed becomes larger, which is more suitable for the small scale and facilitate to extract global feature. In order to obtain the current scene scale estimation in the procedure of the method, a scale classification network is set as the branch. The SAM module is that, adjust the structure of the main network to the current scene scale according to the estimated scale results, via selecting one specific column in multiple columns in the main network. The classification sub-network classifies the crowd scale into three kinds: small scale, medium scale and large scale. Correspondingly, the partial main network contains three columns with different kernel sizes, each of which includes four convolution layers and two pooling layers. And the detailed parameters are shown in Fig. 2 . Every convolution layer in each column uses a parametric rectified linear unit. And the two pooling layers are located after the first and the second convolution layer respectively, the size of which is 2 × 2 max-pooling. The first column is used for small-scale scene, the second column is used for medium-scale scene and the third column is used for large-scale scene. For example, when the classification sub-network estimates the crowd as small scale, the main network would automatically select the first column to extract feature for crowd counting, and the other columns would not participate in the crowd counting. This is the proposed automatic scale adaptive mechanism.
There are two advantages of this mechanism: for crowd counting task with different scene scales, the network embeds this mechanism can automatically adjust the structure to the scene scale, so as to reduce excessive data redundancy and decrease the computational burden; the mechanism is embedded into the cascade network, and thus the additional training classification network is not needed. The whole network can be directly trained to obtain the pre-training model for estimate the crowd number for any image.
B. SPATIAL ATTENTION CONVERSION MODULE
There are several context feature extraction structure designs in the current crowd counting networks. Sheng et al. [16] and Sindagi and Patel [15] have tried to add the semantic feature in the last layer of the branch network into the main regression network. Only utilizing the semantic feature in one layer may lack natural details and could be harmful to recover spatial localization to origin resolution.
Inspired by attention mechanism [25] , we consider how to precise pixel-level attention for combining low-level and high-level features from CNNs. And we want to extract the mighty feature with more spatial information of the images to reduce the impact of non-uniform crowd distribution. And the high-level features with abundant semantic information can be used to weight the low-level features to select precise resolution details. Thus we design the Spatial Attention Conversion module, whose structure is shown in Fig. 4 . Due to the powerful information processing capacity of convolutional neural network, the high-level semantic feature generated by multiple convolution layers of the classification sub-network, namely the feature generated by the last convolution layer, is used as the original feature of the SAC module in the proposed cascade network.
In the module, the original feature of the mask module is operated with a 1 × 1 convolution firstly; secondly, the sigmoid layer is used to obtain the mask; then, the mask is weighted to the feature of the selected column in main network via element-wise multiply operation; finally, the result after weighting is linked with the feature of the main network in the channel, the final result of which is as the input of the following layer in the main network. The procedure of the module can be expressed as the following:
where, F result denotes the result of the procedure, F locAfterCon denotes the result of original feature after the 1 × 1 convolution, Sigmoid denotes the sigmoid layer, F den denotes the feature generated by the main network, ⊗ denotes element-wise multiply operation, and ⊕ denotes the link operation in the channel. Some crowd images and the corresponding extracted features are shown in Fig. 5 . As can be observed from Fig. 5 , the extracted features contain the spatial information of the crowded scene.
C. FEATURE FUSION STEPWISE
In order to maximize the interlayer feature utilization of the classification sub-network to improve the crowd counting performance, Feature Fusion Stepwise of the classification sub-network to the main network is proposed. Feature Fusion Stepwise refers to fusing the interlayer feature in classification sub-network with the corresponding level convolution feature in main network, the result of which serves as the input of the following layer in the main network respectively. After the network architecture adjustment by the above Scale-Adaptive Mechanism, the actual partial structure of cascaded network is shown in Fig. 6 . Owing that the column in the main network contains only four convolution layers, the last four convolution layers in classification sub-network are used for Feature Fusion Stepwise(totally fuses 3 times), i.e., the extracted feature of the third convolution layer in classification sub-network is linked in the channel with the first convolution layer in the specific column in main network, the result of which serves as the input of the second convolution layer in the main network, the link procedure can be expressed as:
where, F represents the obtained feature after link operation, F cla represents the feature of the classification sub-network, F den is the feature of the main network, and ⊕ represents the link operation in the channel. The extracted feature of the fourth convolution layer in classification sub-network is linked in the channel with the second convolution layer in the specific column in main network, and the result of which serves as the input of the third convolution layer in the main network. The extracted feature of the fifth convolution layer in classification sub-network is linked in the channel with the third convolution layer in the specific column in main network, and the result of which serves as the input of the fourth convolution layer in the main network. There are two advantages of adopting this Feature Fusion Stepwise way in theory: firstly, without adding additional network layers, the performance of crowd counting can be improved by directly fusing feature stepwise, due to augmentation of the feature representation ability; secondly, the feature obtained from the classification network is utilized to the greatest extent, which improves the efficiency of the feature extracted from the network.
D. REST DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
This section describes some rest details of the proposed method. The structure and parameters of the classification sub-network are shown in Fig. 2 . And the classification sub-network also contains two max-pooling structure, after the third convolution layer and the fourth convolution layer. In order to makes the input random size, a spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) structure [26] is inserted after the last convolution layer. The classification sub-network and the main network use cross entropy function L C ( ) and Euclidean distance L D ( ) between real values and estimated results as loss function respectively, which can be expressed as:
VOLUME 7, 2019 where, N denotes the samples number, represents the parameter of the classification sub-network, X i denotes the ith sample, F c (X i ; ) represents the estimated crowd density degree of the classification sub-network, y i represents the real crowd density degree, and T represents the number of crowd density degree, which is set to three in this paper.
where, N is the sample number, F D (X i ; ) represents the estimated crowd density map, D i represents the real crowd density map of the ith sample. Through setting as a weight coefficient α, the whole network adopts the following function as the loss function:
We employ a simple density map generation method rather than complicated generation methods, in order to evaluate the proposed method itself: the pedestrian center is supposed at the pixel of x g and a delta function is represented by δ(x −x g ), use a 2D Gaussian kernel G σ , and convolving the above delta function, the density map corresponding to the ith training sample can be calculated by the following:
where, σ is the scale parameter of the Gaussian kernel and S is the set of all points of the pedestrian location. And the total number of pedestrians in an image equals to the sum of each pixel value in the density map.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
This paper first conducts a ablation study about the modules of proposed method on Shanghaitech_A [13] and Shanghaitech_B [13] datasets, and then reports its performance on the three datasets with existing methods, including Mall [27] , Shanghaitech_A and Shanghaitech_B. The experiments were conducted under the following experiment setup: Intel(R) XeonE5-2620 v4@2.10GHz×32 CPU, NVIDIA GTX TITAN-XP GPU, 62.8G memory and Pytorch framework. According to previous experiment experience, the hyper-parameters of the neural network are as the following: the learning rate is set to 0.00001, the momentum is set to 0.9, and the Adam optimizer is adopted. α in the loss function is set to 0.0001, and the training fashion is end-toend, no need for training sub-network. In order to compare with the existing method better, the two following metrics are used as evaluation indicators: mean absolute error and root mean square error, which are expressed as:
where, MAE is mean absolute error, MSE is root mean squared error, N represents the samples number, y i represents the output crowd counting results of the ith image, y GT i is the ground truth of the ith image. As can be seen from the equations, the two evaluation indicators are used to measure the deviation between the estimated values and real values of the samples. But the MAE pays more attention to the overall error of the samples, while MSE is more punitive for the large deviation.
It also should be noticed that the ground truth of the classification sub-network needs to be obtained before training, which is not included in the original dataset. As is described above, the classification sub-network serves to score or rank the scale of the crowd, such as large scale, medium scale, and small scale. And in this paper, the crowd scale is as the training label of the classification sub-network. The total number of categories in the classification network is corresponding to the number of neurons in the last layer of the classification network, which is set to 3 in this paper. And the real crowd scale is the ground truth of classification sub-network. According to the ground truth of each dataset (the number of the crowd in single image), we record the maximum number of people and minimum number of crowd in single image in the dataset, and divide them into three different crowd scales, which are the training labels of cross entropy function. For example, assuming that the maximum number and minimum number of the crowd number of single image in the dataset are 100 and 10. Then the ground truth of the images whose crowd number is in [10, 40) is large scale, the ground truth of the images whose crowd number falls in [40, 70) is medium scale, and the ground truth of the images whose crowd number is in [70, 100] is small scale. We perform this calculation method on each crowd counting dataset and obtain the ground truth of each image for density degree. The procedure of determining the ground truth of crowd scale is done before training, and so the training fashion of the proposed method is still end-to-end.
B. ABLATION STUDY
Shanghaitech_A dataset is a challenging crowd counting dataset released in 2016 with images from the Internet, and it targets at various crowd scale. Shanghaitech_A has 482 images, among them, 300 images are used as training samples, and the rest images are used as test samples. Shanghaitech_B dataset is also a challenging crowd counting dataset. In fact, Shanghaitech_B and Shanghaitech_A belongs to Shanghaitech dataset, but the characteristic of them is different. Shanghaitech_B has 716 images from streets in Shanghai, among them, 400 images are used for training, and 316 images for testing. Shanghaitech_B has smaller interval in single-image pedestrian number than Shanghaitech_A.
From the actual counting performance, we have conducted some contrast experiments on the Shanghaitech_A and Shanghaitech_B dataset, in consideration of article length and the experiment time. We have carried out three groups contrast experiments aiming at the proposed Scale Adaptive Mechanism (SAM), Spatial Attention Conversion (SAC) and Feature Fusion Stepwise(FFS) module of the proposed Automatic Scale-Adaptive (ASA) method.
1) ABLATION FOR SCALE ADAPTIVE MECHANISM
We train the proposed network without scale adaptive mechanism, that is there only exists a fixing single column in the main network and the parameters of the fixing column are set as the parameters of the last column in the main crowd counting network, which can be seen in Fig. 2 . The comparison results with the original proposed method are shown in Table 1 . It can be observed from Table 1 , compared to the original proposed method the proposed SAM improves the performance by almost 3.6% of MAE on Shanghaitech_A and 9.2% of MAE on Shanghaitech_B. 
2) ABLATION FOR SPATIAL ATTENTION CONVERSION
We construct the proposed network without the Spatial Attention Conversion module and compare its performance with original network on Shanghaitech_A and Shanghaitech_B datasets, whose results are also shown in Table 1 . It can be observed from Table 1 , compared to the original proposed method the proposed SAC improves the performance by almost 2.7% of MAE on Shanghaitech_A and 39.6% of MAE on Shanghaitech_B.
3) ABLATION FOR FEATURE FUSION STEPWISE
We also train the proposed network without Feature Fusion Stepwise, and compare to original network on Shanghaitech_A and Shanghaitech_B datasets, whose results are also shown in Table 1 . It can be observed from Table 1 , compared to the original proposed method the proposed FFS improves the performance by almost 10.4% of MAE on Shanghaitech_A and 47.8% of MAE on Shanghaitech_B.
It can be observed from Table 1 that using proposed Scale Adaptive Mechanism, Spatial Attention Conversion and Feature Fusion Stepwise module can greatly boost the final counting performance and thus the structure rationality of proposed cascaded network has be verified through the above three groups contrast experiment.
C. EXPERIMENT RESULTS ON DATASETS
This paper evaluates the proposed method with other existing methods on the three well-established datasets, including Mall, Shanghaitech_A, and Shanghaitech B datasets.
Mall dataset is a public crowd counting dataset released in 2012, where the images are from the cameras in the shopping mall. The images in Mall have different crowd density, different lighting and different activity patterns (including stationary and non-stationary crowds). In addition, the images collected in this dataset also take into account crowd shielding and pedestrian appearance. This dataset contains 2000 crowd labeling images with a size of 320×240, in which the total number of pedestrians is 6000. In order to keep consistent with the data selection of the existing methods on Mall, the first 800 images in the dataset are used as training data, and the remaining 1200 images are used as test data. The proposed method is compared with the existing three crowd counting methods: Xu and Qiu [28] , Pham et al. [29] , Wang and Zou [30] , and Sheng et al. [16] , whose results are shown in Table 2 It can be observed from Table 2 , compared to the method by Wang et al., the proposed method in this paper has a lower MAE and the MSE is higher. And it means that the proposed method has a lower average error on the overall samples, has a very small error (lower than the average error and even close to the real values) on a part of samples, and a relatively large error (higher than the average error) on a part of samples, which lead to a lower MAE and a higher MSE. That is to say, the proposed method has a higher error on part of samples and while has a lower average error on overall samples, compared to the method by Wang et al. As can be seen from Table 2 , compared with other methods, the method proposed in this paper has a better statistical effect on the Mall dataset.
In order to analyze concrete performance of the proposed method on Mall dataset, we compare the estimated results of the proposed method and real values on several images selected from dataset. In order to make the compared results clear and intuitive, we only select 40 images on the three datasets and analyze them. Fig. 7(a) shows the comparison of the estimated results and real values. As can be seen from Fig. 7(a) , the estimated results are generally close to the VOLUME 7, 2019 real values. And then we wants to know the error rate distribution of the proposed method. In consideration of various magnitude on pedestrian number of different images, we define the error rate as the following:
where, O i represents the estimated results of the ith image, R i represents the real values of the ith image, and E i represents the error rate of the ith image. Fig. 7(b) shows the error rate distribution of the proposed method on the images of Mall. It can be analyzed from Fig. 7(b) , the error rate of proposed method on Mall is in the interval of [−0.13, 0.11] and mainly centralizes [−0.1, 0). It can be deduced on these analysis that the proposed method has a preferable performance on this dataset.
1) SHANGHAITECH_A
We compare our method with several typical crowd counting method on Shanghaitech_A dataset: Marsden et al. [31] , Zhang et al. [13] , Sindagi and Patel [15] , and Sam et al. [14] , the results of which are shown in Table 3 . As is shown in Table 3 , the proposed method gets the lowest 83.9 of MAE, and has 7.2% improvement of MAE over the method proposed by Sam et al. [14] . 
2) SHANGHAITECH_B
We compare the proposed method on Shanghaitech_B with the same methods as Shanghaitech_A, whose results are shown in Table 3 . It can be observed from Table 3 , the proposed method gets the lowest 18.6 of MAE, and has 13.8% improvement of MAE over the method proposed by Sam et al. [14] . Similar as the analysis on Mall dataset, we also analyze the concrete performance of the method on several images selected from Shanghaitech_A and Shanghaitech_B, through comparing the closeness degree between the estimated results and real values, and calculating the error rate. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows the performance results of the proposed method on Shanghaitech_A and Shanghaitech_B dataset, respectively. Fig. 8(a) shows the comparison of the estimated results and real values. As can be seen from Fig. 8(a) , the estimated results are generally close to the real values. Fig. 8(b) shows the error rate distribution of the proposed method on the images of Shanghaitech_A. It can be analyzed from Fig. 8(b) , the error rate of proposed method on Shanghaitech_A is in the interval of [−0.22, 0.38] and mainly distributes in [−0.1, 0.2). Considering that the challenging characteristic on crowd counting of Shanghaitech_A, the proposed method has an acceptable performance on this dataset. Fig. 9(a) shows the comparison of the estimated results and real values on Shanghaitech_B. As can be seen from Fig. 9(a) , the estimated results are generally close to the real values. Fig. 9(b) shows the error rate distribution of the proposed method on the images of Shanghaitech_B. It can be analyzed from Fig. 9(b) , the error rate of proposed method on Shanghaitech_B is in the interval of [−0.16, 0.14] and mainly focus on [−0.1, 0.1). Considering that the challenging characteristic on crowd counting of Shanghaitech_B, the proposed method has a preferable performance on this dataset.
In order to represent more intuitively the crowd counting effect of the proposed method on the above three datasets, Fig. 10 shows several images on each dataset, the corresponding real crowd density map and the estimated crowd density map estimated by the proposed method on the dataset. As can be seen from Fig. 10 , the crowd density map obtained by the method proposed in this paper on the datasets is very similar to the real density map, and the estimated crowd counting results are basically close to the real values. VOLUME 7, 2019 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an automatic scale-adaptive method with adding attention mechanism-based spatial information for crowd counting. The proposed method takes advantages of the estimated crowd scale and then adjusts the main network structure according to the current scene scale; integrates the interlayer feature of network stepwise; generates crowd spatial information via the proposed Spatial Attention Conversion module and then inserts it to the network. The experimental results on several public challenging datasets show that our approach outperforms many typical crowd counting methods, and the ablation study demonstrates the structure rationality of the proposed network. And our method requires less training tricks during the training which reduce the difficulty in realization. In the future, we will improve the Scale-Adaptive Mechanism in this paper and design a general Scale-Adaptive Mechanism structure for different computer vision tasks, which are similar as crowd counting task. And we will carry out the research on combining multiple attention mechanism structures to extract rich visual features so as to improve the final performance. He is currently a Professor of software engineering with the School of Information Science and Engineering, Yanshan University. His research interests include mobile robot mapping, and localization and robot soccer. VOLUME 7, 2019 
